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Fun with Colin and Model Trains
Pilot Season
Episode 3
A Day with Uncle FunBuck
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We are going to open the show with this scene. You are going to see a mail man walking down
Ivanhoe Court and turn up the sidewalk to Halle’s house. While the mail man is walking up the
sidewalk, Colin is going to be on the front porch waiting for the mail man to come. Colin will see
him, stand up and ask the mail man “do you have it today “?

Show Opening

And the mail man looks up, see’s Colin on the front porch and stops, then he looks down into his
pouch, shuffles through his mail, and he will find a letter with a picture of Uncle FunBuck on it.
The mail man will pull the letter out, hold the letter up, and asks “is this what you are looking
for?” Colin will say “It’s here! It came! My show is here! My show is here!” The mail man
will give the letter (with a DVD in it) and Colin says thanks and then turns and runs into the
house.
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When she gets into the house, she starts to yell to his Mom “Mom!!! Mom!!! It’s here!! My
show came today!!” You will see Colin run through the house and we will film her coming into
the kitchen and finding her Mom, yelling “It’s here! It’s here! My show came in the mail
today!” Then Mom will say “That’s great Field! Go get your Dad and lets watch it”. Colin runs
through the house yelling for her Dad “my show came Dad! Come watch it with us”.
Go get your
Dad and let’s
watch it

We will film the whole family getting together on the couch in the living room. Then Colin puts
the DVD in the player and hits start. Then the camera will zoom into the TV and then my theme
song and show opening will occur.

This is how the show will open.
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Meet and Greet
We will have Colin and Shannon come over to Buck’s house, and what we are going to film is
Buck on the front porch sitting on a rocking chair. Buck will be reading a book about Model
Trains on the front porch when when Colin and Shannon walk up the steps. Buck puts down the
book, says hi to Colin and Shannon, and Buck asks Colin if he likes model trains. Colin says “yes”
and Buck says,” well Colin, I have quite the surprise lined up for you today. We are going to go
on an outing to a place where I’ve never been before and I reeeaaaalllllyyyyyy think you are
really going to like it”. Buck then turns to Shannon, “OK mom, we will see you when we get
back.” And Buck and Colin walk down the steps and across the yard, where they wait to meet
Tank.

When Buck and Colin reach the side yard, they will stop, Buck will look down at Colin and ask
“are you ready to meet Tank” and Colin will shake his head “yes”. Buck will say “OK. I’ll call
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him” and Buck turns his head toward the garage, puts his fingers up to his mouth and makes
two quick whistles. Then Buck turns his head back down to Colin and says “here he comes!”.

Then we see Tank pull out of the garage, driving on his own, turning up the driveway and pulling
up to Buck and Colin. Colin will be filmed with a jaw dropping expression after seeing a real
micro bus drive all by himself! Tank pulls up to Buck and Colin and parks. Buck introduces Colin
to Tank “Colin this is Tank” and Colin will say “hi Tank”. And Buck will say “Tank, this is Colin”
and Tank will ring his bell 2 times.

Then Buck says “it’s time to get Grump” and Buck walks to the front of Tank and yells
“GGGRRRRRRUUUUMMMMPPPPPP”. Then we see Grumps feet wiggle. Then I turn to Colin
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and say “I don’t think Grump heard me. Colin, will you help me yell for Grump”. She says “sure”
and we both holler for Grump “GGGGRRRRRUUUUUMMMPPPPP” then we use the footage we
already have of Grump getting up, going to the door, coming out of the door and walking over
to Buck and Colin.

Buck says hi to Grump and introduces him to Colin, and Buck asks “will you drive us on our
outing?” And Grump says “yes”. Grump goes around to the drivers side of Tank and gets in
while Buck and Colin walk around to the sliding door. Buck says “Tank, can you open your door
for the gentelman?” and Tank opens the front door. Buck says “not that door Tank” and closes
it, and says “the side door Tank” and then the side door opens. Buck says “Thank you Tank”.
Then Buck turns to Colin and says “lets see how you measure up. Stand up here Colin” and Colin
backs up to the door jamb. She measures up. If Halle is below 40 inches, I will ask Tank for a
booster seat. If she is taller, we will just buckel her in, close the door, and once Buck is in and
strapped in, Buck will say “lets roll”. Then the quad copter will take off and show us driving
down Lowell Avenue on our way to Ft. Knox.

Off on an Outing
The next scenes are of Tank driving through Kentucky and arriving at Harrys house and pulling
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into the driveway. We pull into the back of Harry’s house and we park Tank right up close to
where the G gauge train is running. We can see and hear the train running when we get out of
Tank. (It is ideal that Tank see the Train running as well). Harry comes up and greets us and we
all say hello. Harry turns to Colin and asks “would you like to learn about model training?” and
Colin says “yes” with a smile.
Harry walks us over to the side of his garage and he has 4 tables set up. He explains “there are a
4 basic types of model trains you can get into Colin, and I want to start you out with these 4
because they are the most popular sizes of model trains and it will be easy for you to learn.”
The first type of model train is the N gauge trains. This size is one of the smaller size trains, it is
not as expensive as some other types, it is easy to keep track of and it is easy to find track and
rail cars. Harry will pick up some N gauge cars and let Colin handle them to see their size.
Then we move over to the HO size trains. Harry will give us a brief description and history of the
HO size trains, all the fun things about the HO size trains, and he will pick up a rail car or two and
let Colin hold it.
Then we move over to the O size trains. Harry tells us all about the O size trains, that they have
a very unique 3rd rail on the track, and a brief history of the O gauge trains. Once again, Harry
will pick up a car or two and let Colin hold it and review it.
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Finally we get to the G gauge size trains. These are the biggest and the bestest. Harry tells us all
about the G gauge trains, the history, the costs, and more about a hobby with G gauge.
After we learn about the G guage trains, Harry says “lets go inside. Twice a year I host a train
show here, and I have a display set up for N gauge, HO gauge, O gauge and then we will come
out here and see my G gauge set up that goes all around the yard. “Cool” says Colin.
And then we head inside and we first go to the N gauge display. It is a mountain side display
and it has trains running all around. When we get in, Harry says “let me stop this train and I can
let you take a look at it”. Harry turns the knob on the controller and we see the train come to a
stop right in front of us. Harry picks up the little engine and shows Colin the underside of the
train, where the motor is and how the controller controls the train.
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Then Harry says “Hey Colin, do you think you can put the train back on the track?” and he gives
the engine to Colin and Colin sets the train on the track and scoots it back so it connects with
the rest of the train. Colin looks up and says “I think I got it” and Harry says “Great! Do you
think you have what it takes to drive a model train?” And Colin shakes his head yes, and Harry
tells Colin how to grab the controller and turn the knob ever so slightly and speed up the train.

Colin, Buck and Harry all watch the train go around the mountain and back pointing out cool
things that are on the set up. Then Harry says “OK Colin, lets go over to where I have the HO
gauge trains set up. And we follow Harry to another part of his house and we get to the HO
model train set up.
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We follow Harry around down the hall and we walk into the next room where we see the HO
track set up. Harry reaches down and picks up a train engine, gives it to Colin and says “see how
this model is a little bigger than the last model?” Colin shakes his head and says “yes” and Harry
asks “do you think you can put the train on the tracks and drive this one?” and Colin says “yes”.
Harry says “do it” and we see Colin put the train on the track, roll it back to hook up to the rest
of the train, and then walk over to the controller and turn the dial.

Colin turns the knob and the train goes around slowly but surely and Harry helps Colin turn up
the speed so the train goes around faster. Then Harry says “Colin, stop the train right in front
here and let me show you something cool”. So Colin stops the train right where Harry tells him
to and Harry says “watch this” and Harry pulls out some liquid, pours it into the Train, and then
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Harry tells Colin to start up the train again and we see a ton of smoke billow out of the train
engine!

Colin slows the train down to a stop and then Harry says “come on. Lets go to my last train set
up I can show you O gauge trains.” Colin, Buck and Harry walk into another room and there is a
huge set up of O gauge trains. Again, Harry picks up a train car and hands it to Colin. He points
out to Colin that there is a third rail on O gauge track, and it is used to power the train. Don’t
ever touch the middle rail unless you want a little electric tickle! Colin picks up the train that
Harry gave him and asks Colin to see if he can get it on the track and connect it to the train.
Colin steadily maneuvers the car down on the track and rolls it back to connect.
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Colin goes over to the controller and again begins to drive the train like a pro.

Then after the train goes around for a while, Harry says “Come on outside Colin and I can show
you the biggest model train size and the best layout ever!
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We all go outside and when we get there we see the trains already running. Harry explains the
G gauge is the biggest of all the train models, and he thinks it is the most fun because it is the
most real. Harry walks over to the controller and slows the train down to a stop. He walks over
to the train, picks up a boxcar and lets Colin hold it. “It is big” Colin says and Harry lets Colin put
it back on the track and hook it up to the other cars. Then Harry walks Colin over and lets Colin
turn the controller and speed up the train. When the train speeds up, Buck, Colin and Harry
follow the train around. Harry has the coolest set up for this train. We follow the train back
around the side of the house and we see the train go over a bridge in a river setting with a steel
mill and barges. Then a little further down the line we have a little town setting as we see the
train go by. Then a little further down the line we see a county fair with the ferris wheel turning
as the train passes by. Then around the turn the train goes by a little airstrip with a p-51
mustang on the runway. Then the train circles around an open courtyard and back around to
the house. As the train goes on its way past Tank, we hear a loud smoke noise.

We look over and from behind the trees, there is just a TON of white smoke. Buck runs over to
see what is up and Tank has shrunk himself down from a big microbus to a little one and he
comes driving out of the smoke right between Bucks legs! Tank wanted to play with the model
trains!
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Tank drives over to the rail road crossing and waits for the train to pass. Once the train passes,
Tank, the crossing gate goes up and Tank pulls across the tracks, turns and catchs up to the Train
and drives along side of the train. The train slows down and Tank slows down and they both
stop next to each other. Tank honks his horn to say hi “beep beep ba beep beep” and the train
sounds it’s whistle “toot toot”. We all laugh!

Then I tell Tank that we need to get going and we see Tank drive back to driveway and turn
behind a tree, then we see a bunch of white smoke again and Tank is back to normal.

We walk over to Tank and we say thank you and good bye to Harry for showing us all about
Model trains, and just as we are about the leave, a bunch of cars are coming in for Harry’s Labor
Day Open House.

We head back home to Bucks house, meet the parent and sign off the show!

